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Abstract This paper aims to investigate more properties of soft grill which was first introduced in [6].

Also, we introduce and study the concepts of GL-perfect soft sets, GR-perfect soft sets and G̺-perfect

soft sets in soft topological space which are extensions of the concepts soft τG-closed, soft τG-dense

in itself and soft τG-perfect, respectively in terms of soft grill G. Also, a characterization for suitable

condition between the soft topology τ and the soft grill G utilizing the collection of GR-perfect soft sets

is investigated. Moreover, a new generalized finite soft topology on a finite soft set via the collection

GR-perfect soft sets, which is finer than soft topology τG, is obtained. Furthermore, we will show for any

grill G the collection GL-PSS(X, A) is a finite generalized soft topology.
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1 Introduction

Soft set theory was first introduced by Molodtsov [18] as a general mathematical tool for dealing

uncertain fuzzy, not clearly defined objects. He has shown several applications of this theory in solving

many practical problems in economics, engineering, social science, medical science, and so on. Modern

topology depends strongly on the ideas of set theory, but M. shabir and M. Naz [20] used soft sets to

define a topology namely soft topology and defined soft separation axioms. Some of these separation

axioms have been found to be useful in computer science and digital topology. In addition, Maji et

al. [16] introduced several operations on soft sets and basic properties of these operations have been

revealed thus far. The notion of soft ideal was initiated for the first time by Kandil et al. [11]. They also

introduced the concept of soft local function. These concepts are discussed with a view to find new soft

topologies from the original one, called soft topological spaces with soft ideal (X, τ,E, Ĩ). Applications

to various fields were further investigated by Kandil et al.[7, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15]. The notions of soft

grill, soft operators φG( ), ψG( ) and soft topology τG were defined and discussed in [6].
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The main purpose of this paper is to introduce and investigate GL-perfect soft, GR-perfect soft

and G̺-perfect soft sets in soft topological spaces which described by soft grill. A characterization for

a suitable soft grill via GR-perfect soft sets is studied. Also, a new generalized soft topology via the

collection of GR-perfect soft sets, which is finer than the soft topology τG on a finite universe set X is

obtained. Furthermore, we show that for any grill G the collection GL-PSS(X, A) is a finite generalized

soft topology.

2 Preliminaries

Let X be an initial universe set and E be a set of parameters. Let P(X) be the power set of X and

A be a non empty subset of E. FA is called a soft set over X [18], where F is a mapping given by F:

A−→P(X). For two soft sets FA, HB over common universe X, we say that FA is a subset of HB [16], if

A⊆B and F(e)⊆H(e), for all e∈A. In this case, we write FA⊑HB. Two soft sets FA, HB over a common

universe X are said to be equal, if FA⊑HB and HB⊑FA.

A soft set FA over X is called a null (resp., an absolute) soft set, denoted by ∅̃A (resp., X̃A), if for each

e∈A, F(e)=∅ (resp., F(e)=X) [16]. In particular,

(X, A) will be denoted by X̃A.

The union of two soft sets of FA and HB over the common universe X [16] is the soft set KC , where

C=A∪B and for all e∈C, K(e)=F(e), if e∈(A - B); K(e)=H(e), if e∈(B - A), and K(e)=F(e)∪H(e),

if e∈(A∩B). We write FA⊔HB=KC . Moreover, the intersection KC of two soft sets FA and HB over

a common universe X [20], denoted FA⊓HB , is defined as C=A∩B, and K(e)=F(e)∩H(e) for all e∈C.

The difference between two soft sets FA and HA over X [20], denoted by KA=(FA - HA), is defined as

K(e)=F(e) - H(e) for all e∈A. The symmetric difference KA of two soft sets FA and HA, denoted by

FA∆HA, is defined as (FA - HA)⊔(HA - FA). The relative complement of a soft set FA [1], is denoted by

(FA)c and is defined by (FA)c=X̃A - FA, where Fc: A−→P(X) is a mapping given by (F)c(e)= X - F(e)

for all e∈A. Moreover, ((FA)c)c=FA.

Remark In order to efficiently discuss, we consider only soft sets FA over a universe X in which all

the parameters set A are the same.

In this paper for convenience, let SS(X, A) be the family of soft sets over X with set of parameters

A.

Definition 2.1 [20] Let FA be a soft set over X and x∈X. x∈FA whenever x∈F(e) for all e∈A. Note that

for any x∈X, x/∈FA, if x/∈F(e) for some e∈A.

Definition 2.2 [20] Let x∈X, then xA denotes the soft set over X for which x(e)={x} for all e∈A.

Definition 2.3 [20] Let τ be the collection of soft sets over X with the fixed set of parameters A.
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Then, τ is said to be a soft topology on X, if it satisfies the following axioms:

(i) ∅̃A, X̃A belong to τ .

(ii) the union of any number of soft sets in τ belongs to τ .

(iii) the intersection of any two soft sets in τ belongs to τ .

The triplet (X, A, τ) is called a soft topological space over X or a soft space. Every member of τ is called

an open soft set. The complement of an open soft set is called the closed soft set [8] in (X, A, τ).

Definition 2.4 [21] Let (X, τ , A) be a soft topological space. A sub-collection β⊑τ is said to be a

soft base for τ , if every open soft set can be expressed as a soft union of members of β.

Definition 2.5 [21] A soft set FA of a soft topological space (X, τ , A) is called a soft neighborhood

(soft nbd.) of the soft point xe if there exists an open soft set KA such that xe∈KA⊑FA. The neighbor-

hood system of a soft point xe, denoted by N xe, is the family of all its neighborhoods.

Definition 2.6 [20] The soft closure cl FA of a soft set FA in a soft topological space (X, τ , A), is

the intersection of all soft closed sets that contain FA, i.e., cl FA=⊓{MA∈τc | FA⊑MA}. Clearly, a soft

point xe is called soft closure point of FA, if for every open soft nbd. UA of xe; FA⊓UA 6=∅̃A.

Definition 2.7[11] Let Ĩ be a non-null collection of soft sets over a universe X with a fixed set of

parameters E, then Ĩ ⊆ SS(X)E is called a soft ideal on X with a fixed set E if

(1) (F,E) ∈ Ĩ and (G,E) ∈ Ĩ ⇒ (F,E)∪̃(G,E) ∈ Ĩ,

(2) (F,E) ∈ Ĩ and (G,E)⊆̃(F,E) ⇒ (G,E) ∈ Ĩ,

i.e. Ĩ is closed under finite soft unions and soft subsets.

Definition 2.8 [6] A non-empty collection G⊑SS(X, A) of soft sets over X is called a soft grill, if the

following conditions hold:

(i) If FA∈G and FA⊑HA, then HA∈G.

(ii) If FA⊔HA∈G, then FA∈G or HA∈G.

Definition 2.9 [6] Let G be a soft grill over a soft topological space (X, τ , A). Consider the soft

operator φG: SS(X, A)−→SS(X, A), given by φG(FA)={xe | UA⊓FA∈G for every open soft nbd. UA of

xe} for every soft set FA. Then, the soft operator ψG: SS(X, A)−→SS(X, A), defined by for every soft

set FA, ψG(FA)=FA⊔φG(FA) is a kuratowski s closure operator and hence gives rise to a new soft topol-

ogy τG={HA | ψG(X̃A - HA)=(X̃A - HA)} on (X, A) which is finer than τ in general. A soft base β(G,

τ) for the soft topology τG on (X, A) is given by β(G, τ)={(VA - FA) | VA∈τ , FA /∈G} and τ⊑β(G, τ)⊑τG.

Lemma 2.1 [6] Let G be a soft grill over a soft topological space (X, τ , A). Then, for every FA∈SS(X,

A) the following statements hold:

(i) If FA /∈G, then φG(FA)=∅̃A. Moreover, φG(∅̃A)=∅̃A.

(ii) φGφG(FA)⊑φG(FA)=cl φG(FA)⊑cl FA. Moreover, φG(FA) is soft τ -closed.
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(iii)φG(ψG(FA))=ψG(φG(FA))=φG(FA).

(iv) ψG(ψG(FA))=ψG(FA).

(v) If FA is a soft closed set, then φG(FA)⊑FA.

(vi) FA is a soft τG-closed set if and only if φG(FA)⊑FA.

Lemma 2.2 [6] Let G be a soft grill over a soft topological space (X, τ , A). Then, for every FA,

HA∈SS(X, A) the following statements hold:

(i) FA⊑HA implies φG(FA)⊑φG(HA).

(ii) φG(FA⊔HA)=φG(FA)⊔φG(HA) and φG(FA⊓HA)⊑φG(FA)⊓φG(HA).

(iii) φG(FA) - φG(HA)=φG(FA - HA) - φG(HA).

(iv) If HA /∈G, then φG(FA⊔HA)=φG(FA)=φG(FA - HA).

(v) If FA∆HA /∈G, then φGFA=φGHA.

Lemma 2.3 [6] Let (X, τ , A) be a soft topological space, FA∈SS(X, A) and G1, G2 be two soft

grills over X. Then, φG1(FA)⊑φG2(FA), if G1⊑G2.

Lemma 2.4[6] If G is a soft grill on a soft topological space (X, τ , A) with (τ - ∅̃A)⊑G. Then,

(i) For any open soft set HA, HA⊑φG(HA).

(ii) φG(X̃A)=X̃A.

Theorem 2.1[6] Let G be a soft grill on a soft topological space (X, τ , A) and FA∈SS(X, A) such

that FA⊑φG(FA). Then, cl FA=τG-cl FA=cl(φG(FA))= φG(FA).

3 On soft grill

The notion of soft grill was introduced by R. Hosny in [6]. In this section, we will formulate, in

different ways, a suitable condition between the given soft topology τ and the soft grill G, such this

condition makes the induced soft topology τG well-behaved and more applicable. We intend to do some

investigations in respect of the soft topology τG, along with certain applications, under the assumption

of such a suitability condition imposed on the concerned soft grills.

It is worth to mention that, in the current paper the following formula will be used, for every FA∈SS(X,

A), F̃A=(FA - ϕG(FA)) and F̂A=(ϕG(FA) - FA).

Definition 3.1 Let G be a soft grill over a soft topological space (X, τ , A). Then, a soft topology

τ is said to be suitable for the soft grill G, if for all FA∈SS(X, A), (FA - ϕG(FA))/∈G.

Some equivalent descriptions of the suitability between soft topological space and soft grill will show

in the next theorem.
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Theorem 3.1 Let G be a soft grill over a soft topological space (X, τ , A), then the following state-

ments are equivalent

(i) A soft topology τ is suitable for the soft grill G.

(ii) For any τG-closed soft set FA, (FA - ϕG(FA))/∈G.

(iii) For any FA∈SS(X, A) and each soft point xα, xα∈FA there exists open soft nbd. UA of xα with

UA⊓FA /∈G, it follows that FA /∈G.

(iv) FA∈SS(X, A) and FA⊓ϕG(FA)=∅̃A, then FA /∈G.

Proof (i)⇒(ii) Obvious. (ii)⇒(iii) Let FA∈SS(X, A) and assume that for every xα∈FA there ex-

ists open soft nbd. UA of xα such that UA⊓FA /∈G. Then, xα /∈ϕG(FA) so that FA⊓ϕG(FA)=∅̃A. Now

as ΨG(FA) is τG-closed soft set, then by (ii) of this theorem (ΨG(FA) - ϕG(ΨG(FA)))/∈G. By using

Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, we have FA=(FA⊔ϕG(FA) - ϕG(FA))=[(FA⊔ϕG(FA)) - ϕG(FA⊔ϕG(FA))]=(ΨG(FA) -

ϕG(ΨG(FA)))/∈G. Consequently, FA /∈G.

(iii)⇒(iv) Let FA∈SS(X, A) and FA⊓ϕG(FA)=∅̃A, then xα /∈ϕG(FA) for every xα∈FA. Hence, there

exists open soft nbd. UA of xα such that UA⊓ FA /∈G. In view of (iii), FA /∈G.

(iv)⇒(i) Let FA∈SS(X, A), then by using Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.2, (FA - ϕG(FA))⊓ϕG(FA - ϕG(FA))=

(FA - ϕG(FA))⊓ϕG(FA - ϕG(FA))=∅̃A. Hence by (iv), (FA - ϕG(FA))/∈G.

Theorem 3.2 Let G be a soft grill over a soft topological space (X, A, τ) and FA∈SS(X, A). Then, the

following statements are equivalent

(i) FA⊓φG(FA)=∅̃A, then φG(FA)=∅̃A .

(ii) φG(FA - φG(FA))=∅̃A.

(iii) φG(FA⊓φG(FA))=φG(FA).

Proof (i)⇒(ii) Let FA∈SS(X, A), then (FA - φG(FA))⊓φG(FA - φG(FA))=∅̃A and so φG(FA -

φG(FA))=∅̃A.

(ii)⇒(iii) Let FA∈SS(X, A) and FA=(FA - (FA⊓φG(FA)))⊔ (FA⊓φG(FA)), then φG(FA)= φG(FA -

(FA⊓φG(FA)))⊔φG(FA⊓φG(FA))= φG(FA - φG(FA))⊔φG(FA⊓φG(FA))= φG(FA⊓φG(FA)).

(iii)⇒(i) Let FA∈SS(X, A) and FA⊓φG(FA)=∅̃A, then φG(FA)=φG(FA⊓φG(FA))= φG(∅̃A)=∅̃A.

Theorem 3.2 gives us a certain necessary conditions for a suitability a soft topology τ with the soft grill G.

Theorem 3.3 Let G be a soft grill over a soft topological space (X, τ , A) such that a soft topology

τ is a suitable for the soft grill G and FA is a τG-closed soft set, then φGφG(FA)=φG(FA).

Proof Let FA be a τG-closed soft set and a soft topology τ is a suitable for the soft grill G, then

by Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 3.1, φG(FA)⊑FA and (FA - φG(FA))/∈G. Hence, (φG(FA) - FA)=∅̃A/∈G and

(FA - φG(FA))/∈G. Consequently, (φG(FA) - FA)⊔(FA - φG(FA))/∈G and so FA∆φG(FA)/∈G. Thus, by

Lemma 2.2 (v) φGφG(FA)=φG(FA).
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Theorem 3.4 Let G be a soft grill over a soft topological space (X, τ , A) such that a soft topology

τ is a suitable for the soft grill G and FA∈SS(X, A). Then, φGφG(FA)=φG(FA).

Proof Let FA=(FA⊓φG(FA))⊔(FA - φG(FA)), then φG(FA)=φG(FA⊓φG(FA)) ⊔φG(FA - φG(FA)).

Since a soft topology τ is a suitable for the soft grill G, then (FA - φG(FA))/∈G. In view of Lemma

2.1 φG(FA - φG(FA))=∅̃A. Hence, φG(FA)=φG(FA⊓φG(FA)) ⊑φGφG(FA). Since φGφG(FA)⊑φG(FA),

consequently, φGφG(FA)=φG(FA).

Corollary 3.1 Let G be a soft grill over a soft topological space (X, τ , A) such that a soft topol-

ogy τ is a suitable for the soft grill G and FA∈SS(X, A). Then, φG(FA) is a soft τG-perfect.

Theorem 3.5 Let G be a soft grill over a soft topological space (X, τ , A) such that a soft topology

τ is a suitable for the soft grill G. Then, a soft set FA is soft τG-closed if and only if it can be expressed

as a union of a soft τ -closed and a soft set which is not in G.

Proof Let FA be a τG-closed soft set, then by using Lemma 2.1, φG(FA)⊑FA and so FA=φG(FA)⊔(FA

- φG(FA)). Since a soft topology τ is suitable for soft grill G, then (FA - φG(FA))/∈G. In view of Lemma

2.1, φG(FA) is soft τG-closed. Conversely, let FA=UA⊔HA, where UA is soft τ -closed and HA /∈G. Then,

by using Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, we have φG(FA)=φG(UA⊔HA)=φG(UA)⊑cl UA=UA⊑FA. Hence, FA is soft

τG-closed.

Corollary 3.2 Let G be a soft grill over a soft topological space (X, τ , A) such that a soft topol-

ogy τ is a suitable for the soft grill G. Then, a soft set FA is soft τG-closed if and only if it can be

expressed as a union of a soft τG-perfect set and a soft set which is not in G.

Theorem 3.6 Let G be a soft grill over a soft topological space (X, τ , A) such that a soft topology

τ is a suitable for the soft grill G. Then, a soft open base β(G, τ) for the soft topology τG on (X, A) is

τG.

Proof Let FA be a τG-open soft set. Then, by Theorem 3.5, (X̃A - FA)=UA⊔HA, where UA is

a τ -closed soft set and HA /∈G. Then, FA=(X̃A - UA)⊓ (X̃A - HA)=(X̃A - UA) - HA=VA - HA, where

VA=(X̃A - UA) is a τ -open soft set. Thus every τG-open soft set is of the form (VA - HA). Hence,

FA∈β(G, τ). Since β(G, τ) is a open soft base for the soft topology τG on (X, A), then β(G, τ)=τG.

In view of Lemma 2.4 and Theorem 2.1, it follows that whenever each non-empty open soft set is a

member of the soft grill G, then the condition and hence the conclusions of Theorem 2.1 hold. If in

addition, the soft topology is suitable for the soft grill G, we have something more as is given by the

following theorem.

Theorem 3.7 Let G be a soft grill over a soft topological space (X, τ , A) with (τ - ∅̃A)⊑G such
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that a soft topology τ be a suitable for the soft grill G. If HA is a τG-open soft set and HA=(UA - FA),

where UA is a τ -open soft set and FA /∈G, then τG-cl HA=cl HA=φG(HA)=φG(UA)=cl UA=τG-cl UA.

Proof Let HA be a τG-open soft set and HA=(UA - FA), where UA is a τ -open soft set and FA /∈G,

then in view of Lemma 2.2 we have φG(HA)=φG(UA). Since (τ - ∅̃A)⊑G and UA is a τ -open soft set,

then using by Lemma 2.13 we have UA⊑φG(UA) and so by using Theorem 2.14, φG(UA)=cl UA=τG-cl

UA. Since HA is a τG-open soft set, then (X̃A - HA) is a τG-closed soft set and so by using Lemma 2.1,

φG(X̃A - HA)⊑(X̃A - HA). Therefore, φG(X̃A) - φG(HA)⊑ (X̃A - HA). Since (τ - ∅̃A)⊑G, then by Lemma

2.5, φG(X̃A)=X̃A and so X̃A - φG(HA)⊑(X̃A - HA) which implies that HA⊑φG(HA). Hence, by Theo-

rem 2.1, φG(HA)=cl HA=τG-cl HA. Consequently, τG-cl HA=cl HA=φG(HA)=φG(UA)=cl UA=τG-cl UA.

Theorem 3.8 For any soft grill G on a soft topological space (X, τ , A), let (FA)
′
G and (FA)

′

de-

note the derived sets of A with respect to τG and τ respectively. Then,

(i) (FA)
′
G⊑(FA)

′

.

(ii) (FA)
′
G⊑φG(FA).

Proof (i) Follows from the fact that τ⊑τG. (ii) Let xα∈(FA)
′
G. Hence, xα∈ΨG(FA - {xα})=(FA -

{x})⊔φG(FA - {xα}). Consequently, xα∈φG(FA - {xα})⊑φG(FA).

Definition 3.2 Let G be a soft grill over a soft topological space (X, τ , A). Then, a soft topology τ is

said to be suitable for a soft G, if (FA - φG(FA))/∈G, for all FA∈SSS(X, A).

Some equivalent descriptions of the suitability of soft topology with a soft grill will show in the next

Theorem.

Theorem 3.9 Let G be a soft grill over a soft topological space (X, τ , A), then the following state-

ments are equivalent

(i) A soft topology τ is suitable for a soft G.

(ii) For any soft τG-closed set FA, (FA - φG(FA))/∈G.

(iii) For any soft set FA and each xe∈FA there exists an open soft nbd. UA of xe with UA⊓FA /∈G, it

follows that FA /∈G.

(iv) If FA is a soft set and FA⊓φG(FA)=∅̃A, then FA /∈G.

Proof : (i)⇒(ii) Obvious. (ii)⇒(iii) Let FA∈SS(X, A) and assume that for every xe∈FA there

exists open soft nbd. UA of xe such that UA⊓FA /∈G. Then, xe /∈ϕG(FA) so that FA⊓ϕG(FA)=∅̃A. Now

as ΨG(FA) is τG-soft closed, then by (ii) of this theorem (ΨG(FA) - ϕG(ΨG(FA)))/∈G. By using Lemma

2.1 and Lemma 2.2, we have FA=(FA⊔ϕG(FA) - ϕG(FA))=[(FA⊔ϕG(FA)) - ϕG(FA⊔ϕG(FA))]= (ΨG(FA)

- ϕG(ΨG(FA)))/∈G. Consequently, FA /∈G.

(iii)⇒(iv) Let FA∈SS(X, A) and FA⊓ϕG(FA)=∅̃A, then xe /∈ϕG(FA) for every xe∈FA. Hence, there exists

open soft nbd. UA of xe such that UA⊓FA /∈G. In view of (iii), FA /∈G.
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(iv)⇒(i) Let FA∈SS(X, A), then by using Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.2, (FA - ϕG(FA))⊓ϕG(FA - ϕG(FA))=∅̃A.

Hence by (iv), (FA - ϕG(FA))/∈G.

4 GL, GR and G̺-perfect soft sets

Definition 4.1 Let G be a soft grill over a soft topological space (X, τ , A). Then, a soft set FA is said

to be:

(i) Soft G-dense in itself, if FA⊑φG(FA).

(ii) Soft G-dense, if φG(FA)=X̃A.

(iii) Soft G-perfect, if φG(FA)=FA.

(iv) GL-perfect soft set, if (FA - φG(FA))/∈G.

(v) GR-perfect soft set, if (φG(FA) - FA)/∈G.

(vi) G̺-perfect soft, if FA∆φG(FA)/∈G.

The collection of GL (resp., GR and G̺)-perfect soft sets in (X, τ , A) are denoted by GL-PSS(X,

A) (resp., GR-PSS(X, A) and G̺-PSS(X, A)).

Lemma 4.1 Let G be a soft grill on a soft topological space (X, τ , A). Then, the following state-

ments hold:

(i) Every soft G-dense set is soft G-dense in itself.

(ii) Every soft G-perfect set is soft G-dense in itself.

Proof : It is obvious.

The converse of above Lemma need not be true in general. The following example supports our claim.

Example 4.1 Let X={x, y}, A={e1, e2}, G={E1A, E2A, E3A, X̃A} and τ={F1A, F2A, F3A, ∅̃A, X̃A}

where E1A, E2A, E3A, F1A, F2A and F3A are soft sets over X, defined by E1A={{x}, {y}}, E2A={{x},

X}, E3A={X, {y}}, F1A=E2A, F2A={∅, X} and F3A={{y}, X}. Then τ is a soft topology over X and

G is a soft grill over X. A soft set {{x}, {y}} is soft G-dense in itself and it is not soft G-dense nor soft

G-perfect, where φG(FA)={{x}, ∅}.

Lemma 4.2 Let G be a soft grill on a soft topological space (X, τ , A). Then, the following state-

ments hold:

(i) Every soft G-dense in itself is GL-perfect soft set.

(ii) Every soft τG-closed set is GR-perfect soft set.

(iii) Every soft τ -closed set is GR-perfect soft set.

(iv) Every soft set is G̺-perfect if and only if it is both GL-perfect and GR-perfect.

(v) Every soft set is both GL-perfect soft set and GR-perfect soft set, if it is soft G-perfect.
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(vi) For each soft set (F,A), where FA /∈G, we obtain FA is GL-perfect soft set and G̺-perfect soft set.

Moreover, every subset of FA is also G̺-perfect soft set.

Proof Follows directly, in view of Definition 2.7, Definition 3.1 and τ⊑τG.

Remark 4.1 The converse of (i), (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 4.2 are not true in general, as shown in

the following example.

Examples 4.1 Let X={x, y}, A={e1, e2}, G={E1A, E2A, E3A, X̃A} and τ={FA, ∅̃A, X̃A} where

E1A, E2A, E3A and FA are soft sets over X, defined by E1A={{y}, X}, E2A={{x}, X}, E3A={X, {y}}

and FA=E1A. Then, τ is a soft topology over X and G is a soft grill over X.

(i) A soft set {X, {y}} is GL-perfect and it is not soft G-dense in itself, where φG(FA)={{x}, ∅}.

(ii) A soft set {{y}, X} is GR-perfect and it is not soft τG-closed, where φG(FA)={X, X}.

Lemma 4.3 Let (X, τ , A) be a soft topological space with G=P(X) - {∅̃A} and FA∈SS(X, A). Then,

(i) FA is soft G-perfect set.

(ii) GL-PSS(X, A)=GR-PSS(X, A)=G̺-PSS(X, A)).

Proof : (i) Since G=P(X) - {∅̃A}, then φG(FA)=FA and so FA is soft G-perfect set.

(ii) It is clear.

Definition 4.2 A soft principal grill generated by a soft set FA in a soft topological space (X, τ , A) is

defined as [FA]={UA | FA⊓UA 6=∅̃A}.

Lemma 4.4 Let (X, τ , A) be a soft topological space and FA∈SS(X, A). If G=[FA], then φG(FA)=clτFA

and GR-PSS(X, A)=G̺-PSS(X, A))=SS(X, A).

Proof : Obvious from the Definition 4.5.

Lemma 4.5 Let G be a soft grill on a soft topological space (X, τ , A). Then, the following state-

ments hold:

(i) ∅̃A is GL-perfect soft, GR-perfect soft and G̺-perfect soft sets.

(ii) X̃A is GR-perfect soft set.

(iii) X̃A is GL-perfect soft set, if φG(X̃A)=X̃A.

(iv) φG(FA), ψG(FA) and cl (FA) are GR-perfect soft set.

Proof : Obvious by Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 4.3.

Theorem 4.1 Let G be a soft grill on a soft topological space (X, τ , A) and a soft set FA /∈G. Then,

(i) (FA - φG(FA)) is G̺-perfect soft set.
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(ii) (φG(FA) - FA) is G̺-perfect soft set.

(iii) (FA∆φG(FA)) is G̺-perfect soft set.

Proof : Obvious.

Theorem 4.2 Let (X, τ , A) be a soft topological space, FA∈SS(X, A) and G1, G2 be two soft grills

over X with G1⊑G2. Then, FA is GR-perfect soft set with respect to G1, if it is GR-perfect soft set with

respect to G2.

Proof : Since G1⊑G2 and by using Lemma 2.3, then φG1(FA)⊑φG2(FA). Let FA be GR-perfect

soft set with respect to G2, then (φG2(FA) - FA)/∈G2. Since, (φG1(FA) - FA)⊑(φG2(FA) - FA), hence

(φG1(FA) - FA)/∈G2. Since G1⊑G2, thus (φG1(FA) - FA)/∈G1. Consequently, FA is GR-perfect soft set

with respect to G1.

Lemma 4.6 Let G be a soft grill on a soft topological space (X, τ , A) and FA, HA be soft sets such that

FA⊑HA⊑φG(FA), then φG(FA)=φG(HA).

Proof : It is clear from Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.2.

Theorem 4.3 Let G be a soft grill on a soft topological space (X, τ , A) and FA, HA be soft sets such

that FA⊑HA⊑φG(FA). Then, the following statements hold:

(i) If HA is GL-perfect soft set, then FA is GL-perfect soft set.

(ii) If FA is GR-perfect soft set, then HA is GR-perfect soft set.

Proof : (i) Let HA be GL-perfect soft set, then (HA - φG(HA))/∈G. Since, FA⊑HA, then (FA -

φG(HA))⊑(HA - φG(HA))/∈G. Hence, by using Lemma 4.10, φG(FA)=φG(HA), and so (FA - φG(FA))/∈G.

Consequently, FA is GL-perfect soft set.

(ii) Let FA be GR-perfect soft set, then (φG(FA) - FA)/∈G. Since FA⊑HA, then (φG(FA) - HA)⊑(φG(FA)

- FA)/∈G. Hence by using Lemma 4.10 φG(FA)=φG(HA) and so (φG(HA) - HA)/∈G. Consequently, HA is

GR-perfect soft set.

Theorem 4.4 Let G be a soft grill on a soft topological space (X, τ , A) and FA, HA∈SS(X, A).

Then,

(i) If FA, HA are GL-perfect soft set, then FA⊔HA is GL-perfect soft set.

(ii) If FA, HA are GR-perfect soft set, then FA⊔HA is GR-perfect soft set.

Proof : (i) Let FA, HA be GL-perfect soft sets. Then, (FA - φG(FA))/∈G and (HA - φG(HA))/∈G. By

the definition of soft grill, (FA - φG(FA))⊔(HA - φG(HA))/∈G. Since, (FA⊔HA - φG(FA⊔HA)) =(FA⊔HA)

- (φG(FA)⊔φG(HA))⊑ (FA - φG(FA))⊔(HA - φG(HA))/∈G. Hence, FA⊔HA is GL-perfect soft set.
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(ii) Let FA, HA be GR-perfect soft sets. Then, (φG(FA) - FA)/∈G and (φG(HA) - HA)/∈G. By the def-

inition of soft grill, (φG(FA) - FA)⊔(φG(HA) - HA)/∈G. Since, (φG(FA)⊔φG(HA)) - (FA⊔HA)⊑(φG(FA) -

FA)⊔(φG(HA) - HA), then (φG(FA⊔HA) - (FA⊔HA))=(φG(FA)⊔φG(HA)) - (FA⊔HA)/∈G. Hence, FA⊔HA

is GR-soft perfect set.

Corollary 4.1 The soft union of two G̺-perfect soft sets FA, HA is G̺-perfect soft set. Proof : Straight-

forward.

Theorem 4.5 The soft intersection of two GR-perfect soft sets FA, HA is GR-perfect soft set. Let

G be a soft grill on a soft topological space (X, τ , A). If FA, HA are GR-perfect soft sets, then FA⊓HA

is GR-perfect soft set.

Proof : Let FA, HA be GR-perfect soft sets. Then, (φG(FA) - FA)/∈G and (φG(HA) - HA)/∈G. So

(φG(FA)⊓φG(HA) - FA)/∈G and (φG(FA)⊓φG(HA) - HA)/∈G. By the definition of soft grill, (φG(FA)⊓φG(HA)

- FA)⊔(φG(FA)⊓φG(HA) - HA)/∈G. Thus (φG(FA⊓HA) - (FA⊓HA))⊑(φG(FA)⊓φG(HA)) - (FA⊓HA)/∈G.

Hence, (φG(FA⊓HA) - (FA⊓HA))/∈G and so FA⊓HA is GR-perfect soft set.

Corollary 4.2 Let G be a soft grill on a soft topological space (X, τ , A) and FA, HA∈SS(X, A).

Then,

(i) Finite union of GL-perfect soft sets is an GL-perfect soft set.

(ii) Finite union of GR-perfect soft sets is an GR-perfect soft set.

(iii) Finite union of G̺-perfect soft sets is an G̺-perfect soft set.

(iv) Finite intersection of GR-perfect soft sets is an GR-perfect soft set.

Theorem 4.5 Let G be a soft grill on a soft topological space (X, τ , A) with X is finite, the collec-

tion of soft sets GR-PSS(X, A)⊑SS(X, A) is finite soft topology, which is finer than soft topology τG.

Proof : It is follows from Lemma 4.2, Lemma 4.5 and Corollary 4.2.

The collection of soft sets GR-PSS(X, A) is a soft topology on a finite initial universe set X follows

from (i), (ii) of Lemma 3.7 and (ii), (iv) of Corollary 3.15. In view of (ii) of Lemma 3.3, the collection of

soft sets GR-PSS(X, A) is finer than soft topology τG.

Definition 4.3 Let ℘ be the collection of soft sets over X with the fixed set of parameters A. Then, ℘ is

called a generalized soft topology on X, if it satisfies the following axioms:

(i) ∅̃A belongs to ℘.

(ii) the union of any number of soft sets in ℘ belongs to ℘.

The triplet (X, A, ℘) is called a generalized soft topological space over X. Every member of ℘ is called

an ℘-open soft set. The complement of an ℘-open soft set is called the ℘-closed soft set.
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Theorem 4.6 Let X be finite set, then for any grill G the collection GL-PSS(X, A) is a finite gen-

eralized soft topology.

Proof : It is follows directly from Lemma 4.5 and Corollary 4.2.

Follows directly according to (i) of Lemma 3.7 and (i) of Corollary 3.15.

Theorem 4.7 Let G be a soft grill on a soft topological space (X, τ , A). If the soft topology τ is suitable

for a soft G on X, then GL-PSS(X, A)=SS(X, A).

Proof : Obvious by Theorem 3.9.

Theorem 4.8 Let G be a soft grill on a soft topological space (X, τ , A) such that the soft topol-

ogy τ is suitable for a soft G and FA∈SS(X, A). Then, (i) If FA⊓φG(FA)=∅̃A, then FA is G̺-perfect soft

set.

(ii) (FA - φG(FA)) is G̺-perfect soft set.

(iii) xe∈FA there exists an open soft nbd. UA of xe with UA⊓FA /∈G, it follows that FA is G̺-perfect soft

set.

Proof : Follows directly from Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 4.7.

Theorem 4.9 Let G be a soft grill on a soft topological space (X, τ , A) and FA∈SS(X, A), then

the following statements are equivalent

(i) The soft topology τ is suitable for a soft grill G.

(ii) If FA is GR-perfect soft set, then FA∆φG(FA)/∈G.

Proof : (i)=⇒(ii) Let FA be GR-perfect soft set, then (φG(FA) - FA)/∈G. In view of Theorem 3.19

and (i) of this Theorem (FA - φG(FA))/∈G and (φG(FA) - FA)/∈G. Hence, FA∆φG(FA)/∈G.

(ii)=⇒(i) Since (FA - φG(FA))⊑FA∆φG(FA), then by (ii) (FA - φG(FA))/∈G. Hence, The soft topology

τ is suitable for a soft grill G.
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